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Abstract-In this work, we shall compare a symbolic integration with a numerical integration of 
a test problem arising in satellite dynamics. An equatorial satellite with the 52 effect in BF variables 
will be taken. As symbolic integrator, we shall take ‘PerNewton 0, a Maple V package implemented 
by the authors. Classical and contrasted numerical methods will be chosen to perform the numerical 
integration. We pointed out the advantages of symbolic integration as an efficient method for making 
very long time predictions on the orbit of the satellite. @ 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights 
reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the last few years, computational performance has greatly increased. Today, computers are 
cheap and powerful. It is possible to have a personal system with a great amount of memory and 
a process speed incredible only ten years ago. Due to this, computer algebra techniques are now 
growing in importance and applicability. 
In the past, some analytical processes only had a theoretical relevance, but nowadays, these 
kinds of techniques can be reformulated as constructive algorithms which can be used to apply 
symbolic techniques to several problems in order to construct their solutions, or sufficiently accu- 
rate approximations to the true solutions. This last point is very important, because it is common 
to associate,computer algebra with exact calculation or with obtaining of close expressions, but, 
in general, this is not true. There are a multitude of (usually ancient) constructive techniques 
used to approach the solution of a problem, but impossible to perform by hand-up to a significant 
degree of accuracy. In this sense, the modern computer algebra systems play a crucial role. 
In the beginning of the computer age, numerical calculations were the unique kind of tech- 
niques appropriate for those computers. Computer algebra was possible early, but completely 
inappropriate for the technology existent at that time. Thus, numerical techniques were quickly 
and efficiently developed, and their importance in the applied sciences and in the technological 
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development was, and already is today, crucial. However, as we said, computer algebra tech- 
niques are now ready to emerge. In most cases, these techniques will be used as a complement of 
the classical numerical techniques, and this is the general idea of the community. In other cases, 
symbolic calculations can become competitive with respect to numerical techniques. 
In this work, we pretend to show an example when this last thing occurs. We shall take 
the equatorial satellite problem in BF variables [I] and we integrate it up to a certain degree of 
precision, both with symbolic and well-tested numerical techniques. Then we compare the results 
and we will conclude that for a very long time integration, symbolic techniques always present 
advantages over numerical ones. 
For all the experiments, we shall use an obsolete! personal computer based on a 120 Mhz Intel 
Pentium processor with 48 Mb of RAM. The optimized integer pipelines of the newer processors 
would allow an even better performance for the symbolic techniques. 
2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
The equatorial satellite problem can be formulated in BF variables as four perturbed oscillators, 
XyfXi=Qi, i = 1,...,4, 
where Qi are the perturbation terms, which depend on the eccentricity and the altitude of the 
orbit, with initial conditions depending also of these two parameters. Cartesian coordinates 
(yr , ~2, ys) are obtained by taking 
yi = 2, i= 1,...,3. 
x4 
We also have expressions for the velocity, but we shall not use them. 
We shall consider only the 52 perturbation effect, which measures the flattening of the shape of 
the Earth. As a reference problem, we will take a high-eccentricity equatorial satellite, e = 0.99, 
with an altitude H = 1.05, measured in mean Earth radius. 
3. THE SYMBOLIC INTEGRATION 
When we consider the equatorial satellite with the J2 effect, the perturbation terms of the 
first three equations vanish. Then when we take symbolic integration, exact solutions for these 
three equations are known. For the fourth equation, 52 can be considered as a small perturbation 
parameter, due to its value: Jz = l/2 x lo-". 
For the symbolic integration of the last oscillator, we shall use the optimized perturbation 
techniques described in [2] with classical Lindstedt method [3,4]. The Maple V v.4 package 
perNewton@, Implemented by some of the authors, will be used. In [a], we can see the analytical 
expression for the solution of the general equatorial satellite up to order six. We present here the 
solution of the reference problem mentioned above in Cartesian coordinates up to degree six: 
Y(t) = ( cos(t) sin(t) -y'x'O > > 
where 
X=- 
45117451934034239372050528738675247283687161382299111228 
95021427018725030295547293644470314896596113101834947113 
c 
136738401565801345647945831761919865067804808347440573904 
+285064281056175090886641880933410944689788339305504841339 
61684227488902514642068195202674014043894773829059136 
-285064281056175090886641880933410944689788339305504841339 
c" 
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7027849426299254773665567503758704202811265516800 
-95021427018725030295547293644470314896596113101834947113 
ci 
6405613712990881240458967392205674936957411328 
-285064281056175090886641880933410944689788339305504841339 
C1 
608172227860453173366605077088262841090048 
-95021427018725030295547293644470314896596113101834947113 
C.5 
6156863084224565996001486572557697024 
-3519312111804630751686936801647048699873930114882775819 
C” 
681354531542612461756781872283648 
-150827661934484175072297291499159229994597~~049235475351 
c7. 
with 
c = cos( (t -- 7r)fi) 
and 
a= 
1661451852350903587233406544273207609493936723677201 
1663744279213577124219482318289536793665122005530001~ 
By using this solution, we get a precision of about 10-l” for 1000 revolutions. 
The techniques used, presented in [2], are related to the Newton-Puiseux construction [5] for 
algebraic curves, extended by Fine [6] for differential equations and computationally reinterpreted 
l)y Farto et al. [7,8]. 
4. THE NUMERICAL INTEGRATION 
We have employed experimental and classical methods for doing numerical integrat,ion. Wp have 
implemented an embedded pair DOPRI8(7) [9] for first-order system of differential equations and 
two embedded Nystriim pairs DOPRIN7(6) [9] and the excellent method DOPRINS(6) presented 
iii [lo]. 
All of them were implemented in Borland C v.3.1 for Windows. We have used double precision 
;md with optimizations in execution time. With an Intel Pentium processor, this is the maximal 
l)recision which one can use with the incorporate mathematical coprocessor, and t,hen wit,h a 
reasonable execution time. 
5. SYMBOLIC VERSUS NUMERICAL INTEGRATION 
We shall compare the performance of both numerical and symbolic methods with several efi- 
c>iency graphics for our test problem. We represent, on the ordinate axis, the decimal logarithm 
of the error and, in the abscise axis, the CPU time. We have employed, as we meutioncd above, 
<I 12OMhz Intel Pentium processor based system with 48Mb of RAM, running under Windows 
NT 4.0 Workstation. As a reference solution, we have used a symbolic truncated solut,ion up to 
order 20. 
We have done two experiments. First, a long time int,egration (1000 revolutions) the resrllts 
of which can be seen in Figure 1. The symbolic method has A better behavior than the met’hods 
DOPRI8(7) and DOPRIN7(6), but method DOPRINB(6) has the best performance. 
As a second experiment, we have made a very long time integration (10000 revolutions). We 
have now compared (see Figure 2) the best numerical method (DOPRIN8(6)) with thr symbolic 
method. In this case, the best behavior corresponds to the symbolic method. 
As a conclusion, we can see that for a very long time prediction of the satellite orbit, the 
symbolic methods present a very good performance and can be competitive with respect, to 
the classical numerical methods. In addition, once a symbolic approximation to the solution is 
calculated, it, can be used to calculate the trajectory at any point, not only at the points of a. grid 
which is given by a numerical method. Traditionally, symbolic sol&ions were used ;Ls reference 
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Figure 1. Long time integration (1000 revolutions). 
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Figure 2. A very long time integration (10000 revolutions). 
solutions to compare the efficiency of distinct numerical methods (see, for example, [ll]), but in 
this work, we can see that in some cases, the symbolic techniques can advantageously substitute 
the use of classical numerical methods. 
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